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Gaza and west bank together comprise 22% of Palestine. 
Palestinians have been physically divided into two caged areas, the 
west bank and gaza. In May Israeli forces killed two Palestinian 
youth in reprisal Hamas allegedly abducted three young Israeli 
settlers.  So Israel led a major offensive on the west bank.
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There is of course a background to the present crisis. Its beginning was the abduction of three 
Israeli teenagers on the occupied west bank and the later discovery of their murder. It leads to the abduction 
and murder of Palestinian teenager in a revenge attack. It is true tried hard to start talks between Israelis and 
Palestinian. His efforts led nowhere with the right wing Israeli government of Benjamin netanyahu firmly 
in power. The senior most official of president barak obama   is less powerful than Israel as the 
congressional vote to give Israel another $ 225 million in bolstering it militarily. The future of gaza and the 
occupied west bank remains bleak. The Israeli have swallowed nearly the whole of Palestinians living there 
are  loath to give it away.

Zeray Yihdego (2012)  The efforts made by the Mission and subsequent UN Follow-Up 
Committees to find the truth and applicable law are commendable. However, a lack of cooperation and 
direct evidence from both sides seriously affected the richness of some aspects of the Gaza Report (eg, the 
behaviour and tactics of Palestinian militants in built-up areas and the use of certain weapons by Israel).

Jonathan Schanzer (2012)   But the reduced circumstances of Hamas have not saved Israel from 
dangerous Palestinian irredentist trends. Quietly but distinctly, the Palestine Liberation Organization has 
been inching toward a new approach that would combine the rejection of U.S.-led diplomacy seeking a 
two-state solution with an effort to forge a united front with its rival, the terrorist Hamas.

Akiva Eldar(2012) A report published by the International Crisis Group, tellingly titled "The 
Emperor Has No Clothes: Palestinians and the End of the Peace Process," lists benefits to the various 
partners in the so-called peace process, including the entities known collectively as the "quartet" (the UN, 
United States, European Union and Russia).

Salah D. Hassan (2013) Within fifteen years of the signing of the Oslo Accords, all three men, who 
had once shared a common purpose of establishing a secular democratic Palestinian state, and who 
differently played key roles in shaping the idea of Palestine, were dead: Edward Said in September 2003, 
Yasser Ararat in November 2004, and Mahmoud Darwish in August 2008.

Jacob Hoigilt (2013)  The favored, commonsensical explanation among many observers, 
Palestinian and foreign, is that the Palestinian youth are characterized by disillusionment and political 
apathy. According to one observer, the youth's biggest concern is not liberation, but the economy and 
education: they want the good life and are loath to start fighting for their freedom.

Several dates have to be sampled to ensure a representative analysis. The number of dates should 
be function of the incidence of the phenomenon in question the lowest the incidence the more dates must be 
sampled. For the purpose of the analysis every consecutive day has to be analyzed. Larger samples if chosen 
randomly usually run less risk of being atypical. 

The kidnapping of June 12 of the three Jewish seminary students near settlement in the west bank 
appalled Israeli who rallied behind the teen families. Israeli forces found  the bodies three missing 
teenagers on the occupied west bank after nearly three week long search and sweep against the islamist 
Hamas group that Israel says abducted them.

Mr.netanyahu seized on the abduction to demand Palestinian president Mahmoud abbas abrogate 
a reconciliation deal he reached with Hamas in April that led to a unity Palestinian government on June2. 
Israel bombed dozens of in the gaza strip striking at Hamas after finding the bodies of three missing 
teenagers what adduction and killing it blames on Palestinian islamist group.

On July 2, 2014 a Palestinian teen was abducted and killed accusing Israeli settlers of carrying out 
a revenge attack for the deaths of three Israeli groups. The accusation sparked clashes with Israeli forces 
and demands by the Palestinian president that Israel hold the killers accountable. On july5 chanting 
intifada, intifada furious Palestinian called for a new uprising against Israel during a funeral of teen they 
believe was kidnapped and killed by far right Jew.

 It has already killed 170 palestinian and injured 1154 people including women and children. 
Despite all the wanton killings of innocents the world community has done precious little to stop the same. 
The US alone is in a position to stop Israel from continuing its pulverization of the Palestinian areas. 
Without its support the Jewish nation will not be able to hold on to the territories which rightly belong to the 
Palestinians .the Security Council should show greater courage to intervene in the dispute and persuade 
both sides to stop firing. As Israel is a creation of the UN it has an obligation to the world to prevail upon Tel 
aviv not to follow in the footsteps while dealing with the Palestinian while the Israeli term the death of non 
combatant as collateral damage the unintentional consequences of the focused targeting o Palestinian 
terrorist nests.

Citing in the Israeli daily haretz Gideon levy illuminatingly observed that targeting of civilians 
may be deliberate the culmination of a perverse military logic of causing maximum societal pain.

On July 14 president Mohammed abbas said he would ask the united nation to put the state of 
Palestine under international protection due to worsening violence in Gaza.

Gaza have pounded the south and centre of the country with more than 600 rockets since the 
fighting began july8.

The European Union said it was in touch with all parties in the region to press for an immediate 
halt to the hostilities a day after Kerry offered to help secure a Gaza truce. Egypt and quarter are seen as 
potential mediators but peace efforts were complicated by Hamas rejection of mere calm for calm.
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The title of the news story on 15  July 2014 the Deccan chronicle Hamas Israel them a bit Hamas 
condition include lifting Israel eight year blockade on the Gaza strip opening of the rafah border crossing 
with Egypt, release of Palestine prisoners Israel has rearrested after freeing them in exchange for kidnapped 
Israel soldier in 2011

International efforts were underway to mediate a truce with Egyptian president abdul fatah –al he 
was in touch with both sides. Onjuly6 nethnyahu unleashed operation protection edge.

On July 17, 2014 Israel resumed its punishing air campaign after Egyptian brokered truce efforts 
collapsed while Palestinian leader mohammed  abbas was due both in Cairo and later Ankara in search of 
regional support for an immediate end to the fighting so far Israel campaign now in the ninth day has killed 
220 Palestinians with a Gaza based rights group saying over 80 percent of them were civilians.

On July 17, 2014 there was good disagreement interpretation of the Israel occupation of Palestine 
since 1946, 1947, 1967 .on July 2014 in the Deccan chronicle hews story read as One in 3 gazans killed is a 
child. 

The Hamas doesn’t recognize Israel right to exist like so many of its arab neighbor after its 
formation in 1948.the arabesque of Egypt, Jordan Syria and Iraq vowed to drive Israel into the sea but they 
were militarily humiliated by their intended victim.

The Palestinian state has become an Arab jihad cause célèbre claiming thousands of lives since 
1960s Hamas is engaged in s struggle for survival .its logistical support and financial support has dried p 
after Israel blockaded Gaza in 2007.after its main sponsor the Muslim brother hood was overthrown by the 
Egyptians military smuggling tunnels and the main supply lifeline of the crucial Rafah crossing have been 
blocked starved of fund an isolated experts believe Hamas launched rocket attack to force Egypt to act 
against Israel. It is unlikely that Egypt would help the Muslim brotherhood affiliate in Gaza.

On July 19,2014 the Israeli land advance followed 10 days of barrages against Gaza from air and 
sea hundreds of rockets fired by Hamas into Israel and failed attempts by Egypt a broker of ceasefire in 
previous Israeli Palestinian flare up to secure a truce.

A French diplomatic source said that France had asked the gulf Arab state of Qatar which has close 
links with Hamas to use its influence with the group to reach a ceasefire.
On July 20, 2014 the new Indian express this violence which erupted on july 8 has claimed the lives of 337 
Palestinians and three Israelis.

On July 22, 2014 the new Indian express quoted that the death toll in gaza rose 572 following the 
bloodiest day in the Palestinian enclave since 2009 where Israel is pressing a punishing military operation. 

But the Hindu news story Israeli planes strike across Gaza on July 22,2014 Palestinian health 
officials at least 550 Palestinian have been killed and 3,350 wounded since the new round of fighting started 
on July 8.

If Israel is India friend is it not the duty of a friend to tell its ally that it is wrong? what kind of 
superficial friendship is this that it is based on accepting the injustice and its own commitment for the sake 
of friendship. When India was colonized the USA was a friend of UK .but they did advise to decolnise.

Mahatama Gandhi and Nehru as also other leaders urged that Israel racist policy be stopped.
On July 22,2014 the Hindu former diplomat and united nations official chinmaya garekhan who 

them prime minster manmohan singh special envoy to west Asia and the middle east peace process the 
game changer in this regard was Israel assistance to India during the kargil war when it supplied much 
needed artillery shells at the short notice. It was gratitude for this and our growing defense relationship with 
Israel that made the difference in later years. Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain 2010 called Gaza as 
open air prison drawing criticism from Israel.

A 25 mile long rectangle just a few miles and one of the most densely populated places in the world 
Gaza is surrounded by concrete walls and fences along its boundary with Israel and its southern border with 
Egypt.

On July 27, 2014 the new Indian express “truce window opens” toll tops 1000 ,the grim 
discoveries pushed the Palestinian toll in Gaza since the conflict erupted on July 8.

Hamas representative for fresh talks on ending violence .abbas is forming a Palestinian delegation 
including Hamas and Islamic jihad representations to meet Egyptian leaders and discuss an halt to Israel 
aggression against Gaza.

The aim is to examine with Egyptian leaders how to meet Palestinian demands and put an end to 
aggression.

On July 28, 2014 the deccan chronicle hamas leader Khalid masral demanded Israel that he is 
ready to co-exist with Jews with Christians and the Arabs and non Arabs but not with occupiers. Palestinian 
would recognize the state of Israel as ajewish state.

On July 28, 2014 the Hindu Israeli Arabs caught in the middle.
The people of tira a town of some 25,000 people known for their warm relation with nearby Jewish 

communities have Jewish friends speak Hebrew fluently and are largely integrated into Israeli society ,But 
with relations in Gaza and the west bank they also empathize with the Palestinians.

An interview with Rashid Khalid times of india  ,july 23, 2014 reconciliation among the 
Palestinian that would strengthen their position vis-a- vis Israel.

No full stop to gaza assault Israel times of India august 5, 2014
The campaign is continuing he said at e end of a seven hour truce which saw violence subside in 

the battered Palestine enclave .this operation will only end when quiet and security is established for the 
citizens of Israel for a prolonged period.

The new India express august 5,2014 images of the blood shed in Gaza which has claimed more 
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than 1800 Palestinian lives and 67 in Israel have sent tension soaring across the region earning the Jewish 
state strong criticism for the soaring number of civilian casualties.

The last ceasefire announced by US secretary of state John Kerry and UN secretary general Ban ki 
moon was landed in favour of Israel as it not merely allowed Israeli troops to stay in gaza but also permitted 
them to continue conducting anti tunnel operations the last one in2013 promised a more liberal regime in 
terms of the gazans ability to enter and leave the territory.

The promise was not kept by tel aviv and population of 1.8million one of the most densely 
populated areas of the world lived bottled p guarded by Israeli on land in the air on the sea.

On august 5,deccan chronicle uncle sam blind to Palestine, on august 6 three day truce taken held 
in gaza the hindu Israel and hamas the defacto power in gaza confirmed they could abide by the new 
ceasefire. Negotiators in the Egyptian capital are likely to tough challenges with conflict demands on both 
sides.

On august 7, 2014 life in the battered gaza strip returning to normal as a ceasefire held for a second 
day and Egyptian mediators engaged in shuttle diplomacy on extending the truce.

Palestinian officer in the west bank have estimate the total damage from the 29 day war as high as 
6million.

The current truce is the longest period of calm since Israel began its military campaign on July 
8.the truce is to expire at 05:00 GMT on Friday morning with international efforts focused on finding a way 
to extend it beyond the initial 72 hours.

Egypt is mediating between Israel and Palestinians insisted negotiation were meeting progress 
and urged anew truce but Israel recalled its delegation and warned it Would not negotiate under fire.

The united nation say at least 1,354 of the Palestinian killed in the fighting since July 8 were 
civilian including 447 children on august 10, 2014 the new Indian express the conflict has now killing at 
least 1900 Palestinian and 67 people on the Israeli side almost all soldier, since July 8.

A plestinian official said on condition of anonymity that Egypt and Palestinian had reached a draft 
government for submission to Israel on Saturday. It would see Egypt and Palestinian authority take control 
of the rafah border crossing into Egypt in which Hamas would essentially activate a unity deal signed with 
the Palestinian authorities in april. Negotiation on the  sea port demanded by Hamas would then be delayed 
and entrusted Palestinian authority with whom Israel is prepared to deal Israel waged the conflict to destroy 
Hamas arsenal of rockets and its network of attack tunnels.

On august 11,2014 the new Indian express Israel Palestine strike upon new 72 hour Gaza truce 
Israel and Palestinian agreed to a fresh 72 hour ceasefire in Gaza Sunday accepting an Egyptian invitation to 
resume talks to end fighting that has killed more than 2000 people.

On august 11 2014 the deccan chronicle earlier on sunday Palestinian threatened to quit the 
negotiator of Israel did not return while Israeli leaders said there would be no talks while the rocket fire 
continues Israel will not negotiate under fire what about Palestinian and Indian government why our 
politicians for talks.

There is of course a background to the present crisis. Its beginning was the abduction of three 
Israeli teenagers on the occupied west bank and the later discovery of their murder. It leads to the abduction 
and murder of a Palestinian teenager in a revenge attack. Mr.kerry it is true tried hard to start talks between 
Israelis and Palestinians. His efforts led nowhere with the right wing Israeli government of Benjamin 
Netanyahu firmly in power. The senior most official of president barrack obama’s is less powerful than 
Israel as the congressional vote to give Israel another $225 million in bolstering it militarily. The future of 
gaza and the occupied west bank remains bleak. The Israeli have swallowed   nearby the whole of 
Palestinian at the cost of native Palestinian living there and are loath to give it away.

Jewish settlements on the lands occupied since the war of 1967 have increased fourfold. There are 
now 3, 50,000 of them in the east bank and east Jerusalem. The US was never a mediator. Then President 
Bill Clinton told Prime Minister Ehud Barak I’ll back you i’m your guy .Israeli nuclear arsenal was safe. 
Clinton showed his proposals to Israeli negotiator before presenting them to Yasser a frat. The EU will not 
part company with US on Israel. If that were all one would despair of any future for the Palestinians.

1. Israel widens attack, gaza toll 133, times of india, july13, 2014
2. Outrage as gaza disabled home hit, the new Indian express, 13 July 2014
3. UN calls for gaza ceasefire, the Hindu, July 13, 2014
4. Israel launches first ground attack, times of India, July 14, 2014
5. As Israel attacks intensify Palestinians forced to flee, the Hindu, july14, 2014
6. Terrfied gazans flee homes amid attacks, the new Indian express, 14 July 2014.
7.israel ramps up attack, toll 166,the Deccan chronicle,14 July 2014
8. Hamas Israel thaw a bit, Deccan chronicle, july15, 2014
9. Fewer rockets give talk’s chance, the new Indian express, july15, 2014
10. Need mediator to bring Israel Palestine together, the new Indian express, the new Indian express, 15 
July 2014
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